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AbstrAct
This article uses four methods to derive optimal portfolios comprising inves-
tments in the seven most representative stock exchanges in Latin America from 
2001 to 2006 and it studies their composition and stability through time. The first 
method uses a historical variance – covariance matrix and the second one em-
ploys a semi-variance – semi-covariance matrix. The third method consists of an 
exponentially weighted moving average and the fourth and last method applies 
resampling. From a practical point of view, this result is significant because less 
rebalancing can mean greater potential savings. The article further analyzes the 
performance of optimal portfolios as compared to equally weighted portfolios. The 
results of applying the Sharpe ratio in the out-of-sample period provided no evi-
dence of statistically significant differences between optimal portfolios and equally 
weighted portfolios. However, some evidence is provided in favor of resampling 
as the returns obtained in the out-of-sample period showed stochastic dominance 
over the returns of the portfolios estimated using more traditional methodologies. 

Key words: 
Optimal portfolios, portfolio resampling, stochastic dominance, Latin America.

Asignación	óptima	
de	portafolio	para	
índices	accionarios	
latinoamericanos

resumen
Este documento utiliza cuatro métodos para derivar portafolios óptimos con inver-
siones en los siete mercados accionarios más representativos de Latinoamérica 
y estudia su composición y estabilidad temporal. El primero usa una matriz de 
varianza y covarianza histórica; el segundo, una matriz de semivarianza y semi-
covarianza; el tercero, un promedio móvil con ponderaciones exponenciales, y el 
último, remuestreo. Desde una perspectiva práctica, este resultado es importante, 
pues los ahorros por un menor rebalanceo pueden ser considerables. Además, 
se comparó el desempeño de estos portafolios óptimos ante portafolios equitati-
vamente diversificados. No se hallaron diferencias estadísticamente significativas 
en la razón de Sharpe de portafolios optimizados y portafolios equitativamente 
diversificados en el período fuera de muestra; sin embargo, hay evidencia a favor 
del remuestreo, por cuanto los retornos obtenidos en este período presentaron 
dominancia estocástica sobre los retornos de portafolios estimados con metod-
ologías más tradicionales.

Palabras clave:
portafolios óptimos, remuestreo de portafolios, dominancia estocástica, Latinoamérica.

Alocação	ótima	de	
portfólio	para	índices	de	
ações	latino	americanas

resumo
Este documento utiliza quatro métodos para derivar portfólios ótimos com inves-
timentos nos sete mercados de ações mais representativos da América Latina 
e estuda sua composição e estabilidade temporária. O primeiro usa uma matriz 
de variância e covariância histórica; o segundo, uma matriz de semi-variância 
e semi-covariância; o terceiro, uma média móvel com ponderações exponen-
ciais, e o último, reamostragem. Desde uma perspectiva prática, este resultado 
é importante, pois a economia com um menor reajuste pode ser considerável. 
Além disso, comparou-se o desempenho destes portfólios ótimos com portfólios 
equitativamente diversificados. Não se encontraram diferenças estatisticamente 
significativas na razão de Sharpe de portfólios otimizados e portfólios equitati-
vamente diversificados no período fora da mostra; entretanto, tem-se alguma 
evidência a favor da reamostragem, quanto aos retornos obtidos neste período 
apresentaram dominância estocástica sobre os retornos de portfólios estimados 
com metodologias mais tradicionais.

Palavras chave:
portfólios ótimos, reamostragem de portfólios, dominância estocástica, América Latina.
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Introduction

Markowitz	(1952)	is	considered	the	forefa-
ther	of	modern	investment	theory.	He	propo-
sed	that	the	problem	of	selecting	an	optimal	
portfolio	should	only	be	considered	in	terms	
of	the	mean	and	variance	of	asset	returns.

More	specifically,	Markowitz	showed	that	
the	problem	could	be	simplified	as	one	of	
finding	the	portfolio	that	maximized	returns	
at	any	given	of	variance	or,	equivalently,	fin-
ding	the	portfolio	that	minimized	variance	
returns	at	some	level	of	portfolio	returns.	If	
he	can	solve	this	optimization	problem,	the	
investor	can	find	the	efficient	frontier	that	
shows	different	combinations	of	risk	and	
return	obtained	with	efficient	portfolios	that	
include	only	risk	assets.	Admitting	to	some	
degree	of	risk	aversion,	this	investor	can	cho-
ose	a	utility	maximizing	portfolio.	

When	there	is	a	risk-free	asset	in	the	market,	
it	is	easy	to	show	that	the	optimal	portfolio	
that	includes	only	risky	assets	is	independent	
of	an	investor’s	risk	aversion.	This	is	usually	
known	as	the	separation	theorem	(or	proper-
ty,	see	Tobin	1958).	One	of	the	implications	
of	this	theorem	is	that	the	problem	of	cho-
osing	an	optimal	portfolio	can	be	thought	of	
as	finding	a	tangency	portfolio	to	a	ray	ema-
nating	from	the	y-axis	(risk	free	return)	to	the	
efficient	frontier	in	the	standard	deviation-re-
turn	plane.	In	this	way	the	tangency	portfolio	
will	maximize	the	ratio	of	expected	return	(in	
excess	of	the	risk	free	rate)	to	standard	devia-
tion	(Sharpe	ratio).	

Several	 authors	have	 recognized	practi-
cal	 shortcomings	when	 trying	 to	 apply	

Markowitz	methodology.	The	literature	has	
stressed	the	difficulties	in	estimating	expec-
ted	returns	and	covariances	and	the	impact	
of	changing	assumptions	about	these	optimi-
zation	inputs	in	resulting	portfolio	weights.	
Moreover,	the	optimization	eventually	sug-
gests	portfolio	weights	that	tend	to	be	con-
centrated	in	a	few	assets	and	are	prone	to	
change	abruptly	when	the	optimization	is	
effected	in	a	different,	albeit	close,	period.	

For	 instance,	Green	and	Hollifield	(1992)	
recognize	lack	of	diversification	in	optimal	
portfolio	weights	as	a	serious	shortcoming	in	
Markowitz	optimization.	More	specifically,	
they	note	that	as	the	number	of	assets	grows,	
portfolio	weights	constructed	from	sample	
moments,	do	not	approach	to	zero	and	some-
times	involve	extreme	positions.	The	paper	
goes	to	study	the	question	if	mean	variance	
efficient	portfolios	and	“well-diversified”	
portfolios	concur.	The	characteristics	of	these	
“well-	diversified	portfolios”	are	connected	
to	bounds	on	the	means	of	portfolio	returns	
in	terms	of	their	average	absolute	covariance	
with	the	individual	assets.	

Black	and	Litterman	(1992)	acknowledge	two	
problems	that	plague	optimal	portfolio	alloca-
tion	exercises.	The	first	one	is	the	difficulty	in	
measuring	expected	returns	and	the	second,	
the	high	sensitivity	of	allocation	of	results	to	
return	assumptions.	They	propose	a	model	
that	merges	both	Markowitz	methodology	
and	Black’s	(1972)	version	of	the	CAPM	to	
derive	equilibrium	risk	premiums	and	conse-
quently	portfolio	composition	that	tilt	toward	
equilibrium	values	(i.e.	portfolio	weights	are	
stationary	and	respond	to	an	investor’s	views	
of	relative	performance	across	assets).	
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Britten	Jones	(1999)	derives	(artificial	OLS)	
t-tests	and	F-tests	for	inference	on	tangency	
portfolio	weights	and	linear	restrictions	on	
these	weights.	The	idea	is	to	find	the	portfo-
lio	closest	to	an	arbitrage	portfolio	(unitary	
excess	returns	and	zero	standard	deviation).	
This	portfolio	is	the	usual	tangency	portfolio	
and	its	composition	can	be	found	by	an	(arti-
ficial)	OLS	regression.	Empirically,	the	paper	
studies	the	magnitude	of	sampling	errors	of	
efficient	portfolio	weights	for	an	American	
investor	for	the	period	(1977-1996).	Across	
three	different	sub-periods	changes	in	por-
tfolio	(country)	composition	are	considera-
ble	as	well	as	the	standard	errors	of	portfolio	
weights1.	Moreover,	the	author	is	unable	to	
reject	the	null	hypothesis	that	diversification	
brings	no	benefits	for	an	American	investor	
in	the	period2.	

More	closely	related	to	this	paper,	Michaud	
(1998)	has	identified	instability	and	ambigui-
ty	as	the	two	major	weaknesses	of	Markowitz	
traditional	approach.	Changes	in	optimiza-
tion	inputs	(standard	deviations,	expected	
returns	and	covariances	between	assets)	
can	lead	to	significant	changes	in	the	opti-
mal	portfolio	composition	in	terms	of	both	
cross-section	and	time-series.	Consequently	
portfolio	optimality	is	not	clearly	defined.	
Michaud	provides	a	framework3	in	which	the	

1	 For	instance,	for	Belgium	the	mean	weight	in	the	tan-
gency	portfolio	during	1977-1996	was	29%	with	a	
standard	error	of	35.1%.	During	the	1977-1986	period	
the	mean	portfolio	weight	for	that	country	was	only	
7.1%	with	an	standard	error	of	46.8%.	

2	 In	other	words,	 the	null	hypothesis	stating	that	 the	
weights	in	the	optimal	portfolio	of	all	foreign	coun-
tries	(Australia,	Austria,	Belgium,	Canada,	Denmark,	
France,	Germany,	Italy,	Japan	and	the	U.K.)	are	jointly	
zero	was	not	rejected.

3	 Nobel	laureate	Harry	Markowitz	informally	conceded	

optimization	problem	can	be	thought	of	in	
a	statistical	way,	in	which	portfolio	weights	
are	subject	to	estimation	error	and	through	
simulation	these	weights	can	be	included	in	
(familiar)	confidence	intervals	and	be	subject	
to	hypothesis	testing.	

The	purpose	of	 this	paper	 is	 to	study	 the	
varying	composition	of	optimal	(tangency)	
portfolios	of	risk	assets	derived	following	se-
veral	approaches.	Tangency	portfolios	com-
prise	US	dollar	investments	in	the	seven	most	
important	stock	markets	in	Latin	America	
(Argentina,	Brazil,	Chile,	Colombia,	Mexico,	
Peru	and	Venezuela)	from	September	2001	
to	December	2006.	

Furthermore,	it	studies	the	stability	of	these	
portfolio	weights	and	tries	to	determine	if	
there	is	a	tendency	of	these	weights	to	revert	
to	mean	values.	In	addition,	this	document	
analyzes	the	performance	in	terms	of	risk	
and	return	of	these	optimal	portfolios	and	
compares	it	to	that	of	an	equally-weighted	
portfolio	(naïve	diversification).

The	paper	finds	that	the	use	of	“traditional”	
methods	to	forecast	variances	and	covarian-
ces	of	asset	returns	(historical	variances-co-
variances	and	historical	semivariances	and	
semicovariances)	and	to	derive	the	optimal	
portfolio	composition,	 suggested	portfo-
lio	compositions	rather	similar	 interms	of	
cross-section	and	in	time-series.	The	optimal	
portfolio	composition	is	 time	varying	and	
presents	abrupt	changes	that	may	seriously	

that	Michaud’s	methodology	in	regards	to	attaining	
efficient	frontiers	and	optimal	portfolios	was	superior	
to	his.	For	details,	see	Chernoff	(2003).
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impede	practical	application.	The	optimal	
portfolio	weights	do	not	show	symptoms	of	
mean	reversion	and	sometimes	these	weights	
involve	extreme	positions	in	some	countries	
that	may	prove	unbearable	to	many	investors.	

Using	Michaud’s	method,	we	found	more	
stable	(not	necessarily	stationary)	portfolio	
weights,	weights	that	are	dissimilar	to	tho-
se	obtained	by	more	“traditional”	methods	
as	well	as	more	diversified	(less	concentra-
ted)	portfolios	that	may	benefit	an	investor	
by	substantially	reducing	transaction	costs	
and	in	some	cases	(as	we	find	in	Section	4)	
provide	some	gains	in	terms	of	risk-adjusted	
returns.	Moreover,	diversification	can	bring	
some	benefits	in	terms	of	risk	reduction.

The	rest	of	 the	document	 is	organized	as	
follows:	the	second	section	deals	with	the	
estimation	of	the	tangency	portfolio	both	in	
presence	and	absence	of	a	risk-free	asset	and	
explores	four	methods	of	obtaining	portfolio	
weights	of	the	tangency	portfolio.	These	me-
thods	are	closely	related	to	different	appro-
aches	to	estimate	the	variance	covariance	
matrix;	a	key	input	in	the	optimization	pro-
cess.	The	third	section	presents	further	de-
tails	of	the	data	and	empirical	methodology	
used	to	study	the	composition,	stability	and	
performance	of	 these	optimal	portfolios.	
The	fourth	section	discusses	the	results	and	
finally	the	fifth	section	includes	some	con-
cluding	remarks.

1. Tangency Portfolio Composition

In	order	to	calculate	the	composition	of	the	
optimal	or	tangency	portfolio	(T)	we	will	ini-
tially	consider	the	case	where	there	is	no	risk-

free	asset	and	where	short	selling	is	allowed4.	
This	analysis	can	be	easily	modified	to	allow	
for	the	existence	of	a	risk-free	asset.	An	in-
vestor	with	some	degree	of	risk	aversion	will	
choose	a	portfolio	that	maximizes	the	ration	
r
σ;	where	r and	σ	stand	for	the	mean	and	

standard	deviation	of	returns.

Figure	1	depicts	the	hyperbola	(efficient	fron-
tier)	showing	risk	and	return	combinations	of	
these	optimal	portfolios.	The	line	emanating	
from	the	origin	that	touches	the	efficient	fron-
tier	in	point	T	(or	tangency	portfolio)	shows	
different	risk	return	combinations	of	portfo-
lios	comprising	investments	in	risk	assets	as	
well	as	in	a	zero	return	zero	standard	devia-
tion	asset5.	In	this	sense,	portfolio	T	repre-
sents	a	100%	investment	in	a	risk	portfolio.	

The	problem	of	finding	the	optimal	portfolio	
is	related,	then,	to	finding	the	composition	of	
portfolio	T,	the	one	that	maximizes	the	slope	
of	the	line	emanating	from	the	origin.

Before	stating	the	problem	in	matrix	terms,	
it	is	necessary	to	remember	that	the	expec-
ted	return	of	a	portfolio	can	be	calculated	as	
wTr	and	that	the	variance	in	portfolio	returns	
will	be	given	by	wTVw,	where	r and	w repre-
sent	column	vectors	(n×1)	of	expected	re-
turns	and	weights	respectively,	T	stands	for	
transpose,	n	represents	the	number	of	assets	
in	the	portfolio	and	V	stands	for	the	variance	
covariance	matrix.

4	 This	analysis	is	different	from	that	in	Black	(1972).
5	 In	the	more	realistic	case	of	the	existence	of	a	risk	free	

asset	in	the	market	the	line	starts	at	the	level	of	the	risk	
free	rate	(not	at	the	origin).
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To	facilitate	calculations	 it	 is	possible	 to	
work	with	the	function	log	

r
σ
.	The	Lagran-

gian	will	be:

L w r w Vw w lT T T= − − −log( ) log( ) ( )1
2

1λ 	(1)

The	objective	function	is	then	to	maximize	
the	return-risk	ratio	under	the	restriction	that	
the	sum	of	portfolio	weights	will	be	equal	
to	one6.	After	some	matrix	operations	(see	
Ingersoll,	1987),	we	obtain	an	expression	to	
estimate	the	composition	(w)	of	the	tangen-
cy	portfolio:

w V r
l V ropt T

=
−

−

1

1
				(2)

6	 l	stands	for	a	column	vector	(n×1)	of	ones.	

When	there	is	a	risk	free	asset	the	optimiza-
tion	problem	slightly	changes.	In	this	case	the	
optimal	portfolio	will	be	given	by:

w
V r r l
l V r r lopt

f
T

f
*

( )
( )

=
−

−

−

−

1

1
				(3)

rf	stands	for	 the	risk	free	rate.	The	reader	
will	notice	that	equations	(2	and	3)	critically	
depend	on	an	estimate	of	the	variance	co-
variance	matrix	of	asset	returns.	Naturally,	
these	equations	also	require	an	estimate	of	
expected	returns.	In	this	paper	the	sample	
mean	will	serve	as	such	estimate,	though	we	
recognize	the	existence	of	other	methods	to	
forecast	expected	returns	and	the	potential	
problems	involved	with	this	approach	(see	
Black	and	Litterman,	1992).

Figure 1

Tangency Portfolio (No Risk Free Asset Case)
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As	previously	mentioned,	this	document	will	
explore	the	effects	of	different	estimations	of	
the	variance	covariance	matrix	that	update	
in	time	(Vt),	in	the	composition	of	optimal	
portfolios	comprising	investments	in	Latin	
American	stock	 indexes	denominated	 in	
dollars.	In	this	regard,	this	paper	takes	the	
perspective	of	a	U.S.	or	dollar	denomina-
ted	investor	that	wishes	to	build	an	optimal	
portfolio	with	stock	investments	in	the	most	
important	markets	of	Latin	America.	The	
four	methods	used	to	estimate	the	variance	
covariance	matrix	and	derive	the	tangency	
portfolio	are:

1.1 Historical Variance Covariance 
Matrix7

This	is	perhaps	the	most	common	way	of	es-
timating	the	variance	covariance	matrix	of	
stock	returns.	The	sample	variance	of	returns	
will	be	given	by:

σt t
i

n

n
r r2

1

21
1

=
−

−
=
∑ ( ) 				(4)

Where	σt t
i

n

n
r r2

1

21
1

=
−

−
=
∑ ( ) 	represents	the	expected	return	in	
the	sample	and	n	stands	for	the	number	of	
observations.	The	reader	will	notice	that	this	
method	assigns	the	same	weight	to	returns	
both	below	and	above	the	mean	to	measure	
risk.	In	addition,	this	method	allocates	the	
same	weight	to	the	n	observations	used	to	
calculate	variances	in	the	return.	The	sample	
covariance	will	be	equal	to:

σij t it i
i

n

jt jn
r r r r, ( )( )=

−
− −

=
∑1

1 1

				(5)

7	 This	and	the	next	two	subsections	are	based	on	Alonso	
and	Berggrun	(2008).

Covariance	measures	the	co-movement	bet-
ween	two	series	(i	and	j).	As	in	the	case	of	the	
variance,	this	estimation	considers	equally	
both	the	returns	below	and	above	the	mean	
and	gives	the	same	weight	to	all	observations	
in	the	sample	used	to	estimate	this	measure	
of	co-movement.

1.2 Semivariance Semicovariance 
Matrix

This	method,	very	similar	 to	the	previous	
one,	considers	only	 the	periods	when	the	
returns	are	below	the	mean	to	estimate	the	
variance	of	returns:

σt t
i

n

n
r r2

1

21
1

=
−

−
=

−∑ ( ) 				(6)

The	covariance	of	returns	will	be	given	by	
the	following	expression:

σij t it i
i

n

jt jn
r r r r, ( ) ( )=

−
− −

=
− −∑1

1 1

				(7)

Where	( )r rit i− −	represents	returns	below	the	
mean	for	asset	i	in	time	t.	Bear	in	mind	that	in	
the	sum	only	the	days	(or	time	periods)	when	
returns	are	below	the	mean	are	included.

1.3 Exponentially Weighted Moving 
Average (EWMA)

The	previous	methods	gave	the	same	weight	
to	all	observations,	while	this	method	assigns	
weights	differently	for	each	observation	and	
as	such,	it	gives	more	weight	to	more	recent	
observations.

This	method	to	estimate	volatility	was	ini-
tially	proposed	by	JP	Morgan	under	the	tra-
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demark	RiskMetrics®.	By	and	large,	the	va-
riance	in	time	t	will	be:	

σ λ λt
i

t i
i

r2 1 2

1

1= −( ) ( )−
−

=

∞

∑ 				(8)

In	this	case	λ	is	also	called	a	decaying	factor,	
and	it	is	less	than	one.	In	particular,	JP	Mor-
gan	sets	λ	equal	to	0.94	for	daily	data	and	
0.97	for	monthly	data.	From	the	previous	
equation	it	is	easy	to	derive:

In	short,	the	current	period	variance	will	be	
equal	to	λ	times	the	volatility	in	the	previous	
period	plus	(1	–	l)	times	the	previous	period	
square	return.	The	expression	of	the	cova-
riance	will	be:

σ λ λ2

1

1

1 11ij t
k

k

i t j tr r, , ,( ) ( )( )= −
=

∞ −

− −∑ 				(10)

Solving	recursively	for	the	covariance,	we	
get:

σ λσ λ2 2
1 1 11ij t ij t i t j tr r, , , ,( )= + −− − − 				(11)

1.4 Estimating the Tangency 
Portfolio through resampling

The	previous	 three	methods	and	perhaps	
other	more	traditional	methods	suffer	from	
what	 is	usually	known	as	sampling	error.	
Due	to	the	fact	that	optimization	inputs	are	
measured	with	error,	optimization	results	

tend	to	over-weigh	assets	with	high	recent	
returns	(leaving	aside	reversion	to	the	mean	
features	of	asset	returns)	and	with	low	cova-
riances	and	correlations	that	do	not	neces-
sarily	hold	during	the	investment	period.	In	
this	setting,	suggested	portfolio	weights	can	
change	abruptly	in	time	causing	optimization	
results	to	be	impractical	or	counter-intuitive.	
Furthermore,	the	changes	in	portfolio	com-
position	(in	time)	can	demand	high	transac-
tion	costs	thus	making	traditional	portfolio	

optimization	an	expensive	proposition.	All	
these	 issues	have	been	recognized	 in	 the	
previous	 literature	(Green	and	Hollifield,	
1992;	Black	and	Litterman,	1992;	Britten-
Jones,	1999).

This	fourth	method	allows	quantifying	the	
impact	of	sampling	error	using	the	related	
concept	of	portfolio resampling.	It	should	
be	remembered	that	the	parameters	(r	and	
V)	used	in	the	optimization	exercise	are	just	
a	possible	realization	of	asset	returns	his-
tory.	In	other	words,	if	a	different	sample	is	
used,	the	portfolio	weights	suggested	by	the	
optimization	will	be	different.	The	portfolio	
resampling	technique	is	a	way	to	confront	
this	randomness	in	the	optimization	inputs.	

To	do	this,	it	is	initially	assumed	that	it	is	pos-
sible	to	estimate	the	optimization	parameters	
with	the	available	sample	of	returns	and	de-
note	these	parameters	as	r0	and	V0.	With	these	
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initial	parameters	it	is	feasible	to	construct	an	
initial	efficient	frontier	(or	“original”).

Then,	by	using	bootstrapping	techniques	or	
parametric	techniques,	such	as	random	sam-
pling	from	a	multivariate	normal	distribution	
of	returns	during	N	 times,	it	 is	possible	to	
obtain	a	series	of	parameters	V1,r1,…, VN,rN.	
With	these	different	vectors	of	expected	re-
turns	and	variance	covariance	matrices	it	is	
possible	to	find	the	composition	of	N	tangen-
cy	portfolios	(as	well	as	N	efficient	frontiers).	

These	tangency	portfolios	(with	their	weight	
vectors	w1,…,wN)	are	then	plugged	in	using	
the	original	sample	of	returns	that	was	used	to	
get	r0	and	V0	in	order	to	estimate	the	risk	and	
return	characteristics	of	the	resampled	por-
tfolios	(e.g.	wTr	and	wTVw).	As	a	consequen-
ce,	the	tangency	portfolios	will	lie	below	the	
“original”	efficient	frontier;	in	other	words,	
these	portfolios	are	inferior	in	term	of	risk-
return	characteristics	since	the	weight	vectors	
were	estimated	with	error8.	The	further	the	
points	from	the	initial	efficient	frontier	the	
more	acute	the	problem	of	sampling	error.

In	this	section	we	illustrate	the	methodolo-
gy	proposed	by	Michaud	(1998)	which	uses	
similar	simulation	techniques	as	previously	
described	that	mitigate	sampling	error	and	
allow	retrieving	the	composition	of	the	tan-
gency	portfolio.	

8	 The	tangency	portfolios	(1,…,	N)	will	not	be	efficient	
if	 they	are	evaluated	using	the	initial	data	since	by	
construction,	the	tangency	portfolio	obtained	thorough	
the	“original”	efficient	frontier	is	the	most	efficient	
portfolio	(it	is	possible	to	denominate	this	portfolio	as	
tangency	portfolio	0).

This	method	requires	initially	an	estimate	of	
Vt	(i.e.	an	historical	approach).	Then,	the	por-
tfolios	of	minimum	risk	(Q)	and	maximum	
return	(R)	in	the	efficient	frontier	are	identi-
fied.	Next,	the	method	requires	analyzing	a	
series	of	points	equally	distant	(in	terms	of	re-
turns)	that	lie	in	the	efficient	frontier	between	
Q and	R.	In	this	study,	we	used	500	points	or	
portfolios	on	the	efficient	frontier.

A	random	sample	of	returns	is	then	obtained	
(i.e.,	assuming	that	returns	follow	a	multiva-
riate	normal	distribution)	and	this	permits	an	
estimate	to	be	made	of	the	vector	of	expected	
returns	and	V.	This	new	vector	and	new	ma-
trix	are	used	to	repeat	the	optimization	exerci-
se	and	hence	produce	a	new	efficient	frontier.	

This	simulation	procedure	is	repeated	a	signi-
ficant	number	of	times,	thus	obtaining	a	large	
number	of	efficient	frontiers.	Then	at	each	
level	of	returns	between	Q	and	R,	weights	
suggested	by	the	different	optimizations	are	
averaged	and	subsequently	a	new	“average”	
or	re-sampled	efficient	frontier	is	construc-
ted.	Finally,	with	this	re-sampled	efficient	
frontier	we	find	the	tangency	portfolio	as	the	
one	that	maximizes	the	return	to	risk	ratio.

2. Methodology

This	section	discusses	in	depth	the	estima-
tion	of	the	dynamic	tangency	portfolio	cons-
tructed	with	the	use	of	investments	in	stock	
indexes	of	seven	Latin	American	countries.

2.1 Data

Return	series	were	estimated	using	MSCI	
price	indices	in	US	dollars	from	Datastream	
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of	the	stock	markets	of	Argentina,	Brazil,	
Chile,	Colombia,	Mexico,	Peru	and	Ve-
nezuela	for	 the	period	September	1999	to	
December,	2006	for	a	total	of	382	weekly	
	observations.	We	used	as	the	risk-free	rate	
the	3-month	Treasury Bill	rate	(secondary	
market)	reported	by	the	Federal	Reserve.	

A	weekly	frequency	was	used	to	estimate	the	
dynamic	tangency	portfolios	since	it	reflects	
a	reasonable	compromise	between	the	high	
costs	of	daily	portfolio	rebalancing	and	the	
relatively	limited	information	when	monthly	
returns	are	chosen.	Table	1	shows	some	des-
criptive	statistics	of	the	weekly9	logarithmic	
returns	for	the	whole	sample.

The	table	shows	that	the	Colombian	stock	
market	reported	the	highest	average	return	
in	 the	period	while	 the	Venezuelan	stock	
market	the	lowest.	These	results	are	partially	
explained	by	the	relative	strengthening	of	the	
Colombian	peso	and	the	weakening	of	the	
Venezuelan	Bolívar	versus	the	dollar	during	
the	sample	period.

Venezuela	and	Argentina	were	the	most	vo-
latile	markets	during	the	period	whereas	the	
stock	markets	 in	Chile	and	Peru	were	the	
most	stable	ones.	Colombia,	Peru	and	Mexi-
co	showed	the	lowest	coefficient	of	variation	
in	country	returns	pointing	to	more	stable	
markets	when	adjusting	for	the	magnitude	of	
mean	returns.	Latin	American	stock	indices	
presented	slightly	negative	skewness.	Kurto-
sis	was	more	pronounced	in	returns	for	the	
Argentinean	and	Venezuelan	markets.	

9	 The	weekly	returns	were	calculated	from	a	series	con-
taining	daily	data	(Friday	to	Friday).

In	a	dominance	analysis,	Argentina	domi-
nated	Venezuela	since	it	had	higher	mean	
returns	and	lower	risk	(standard	deviation).	
Brazil,	as	well	as	Chile,	dominated	Argen-
tina	and	Venezuela.	Colombia,	Mexico	and	
Peru	dominated	 (each)	Argentina,	Brazil	
and	Venezuela.	Moreover,	according	to	this	
analysis,	Venezuela	did	not	dominate	any	
country	in	the	period	and	Chile	was	clearly	
not	dominated	by	the	three	best-performing	
countries	 in	 the	whole	period	(Colombia,	
Mexico	and	Peru).	

In	short,	Colombia,	Mexico	and	Peru	do-
minated	the	largest	number	of	countries	in	
the	sample	(3)	and	Venezuela	and	Argentina	
had	the	worst	performance	in	terms	of	do-
minance.	Perhaps	Chile	and	Brazil	are	“in-
between”	markets	 that	dominated	the	two	
weakest	markets.	However,	Chile	showed	a	
much	lower	risk	as	well	as	a	lower	coefficient	
of	variation	than	Brazil	(in	fact,	Chile	had	the	
four	lowest	coefficient	of	variation	among	
the	seven	countries	in	the	sample).

2.2 Estimation of Dynamic Tangency 
Portfolios

Following	equations	(2)	and	(3)	to	ind	the	
composition	of	the	optimal	portfolio	and	the	
four	different	methods	to	estimate	the	tangen-
cy	portfolio,	we	used	a	rolling	window	tech-
nique	to	obtain	different	values	of	Vt	and	rt	
and	consequently	different	estimates	in	time	
of	the	optimal	portfolio	weights	that	update	as	
new	information	(regarding	returns	and	cova-
riances	of	Latin	American	markets)	arrives.

The	fixed	size	of	the	estimation	window	was	
104	weeks	(2	years)	and	thus	174	estima-
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tions	of	the	optimal	weights	were	obtained	
beginning	in	September	2001	and	finishing	
in	December,	200410.

2.3 Performance Analysis in the Out-
of-Sample Period 

Considering	that	one	of	the	purposes	of	this	
paper	 is	 to	analyze	 the	efficacy	 in	 terms	
of	risk	and	returns	of	efficient	(optimized)	
portfolios,	an	out-of-sample	analysis	was	
conducted	using	the	 last	 two	years	of	 the	
sample	(2005	and	2006).	More	specifically,	
this	section	analyzes	what	would	have	been	
the	return	and	risk	for	an	investor	rebalan-
cing	its	portfolio	according	to	the	optimal	
weights	suggested	by	the	optimization	exer-

10	 Due	to	the	high	computational	cost	(more	than	85	mi-
llion	simulations)	required	to	apply	Michaud’s	(1998)	
method	in	a	rolling	fashion,	in	this	section	we	only	
calculated	the	time	series	of	portfolio	weights	for	the	
first	three	methods	discussed	in	section	2.

cise.	Additionally,	this	section	compares	the	
performance	of	these	optimized	portfolios	to	
that	of	an	equally	weighted	portfolio.	

The	statistic	proposed	by	Jobson	and	Kor-
kie	(1981)	was	used	to	analyze	whether	sig-
nificant	statistical	differences	 in	portfolio	
performance	of	optimized	versus	an	equally	
weighted	portfolio	were	attainable	 in	 the	
out-of-sample	period,	This	statistic	tries	to	
measure	whether	there	are	any	statistically-	
significant	differences	in	the	Sharpe	ratios	
of	two	portfolios,	say	i	and	j.	More	specifi-
cally,	the	null	and	alternative	hypotheses	of	
the	test	are:

H Sh Sh
H Sh Sh

i j

a i j

0 :
:
=

≠
												(12)

Jobson	and	Korkie	(JK)	proposed	the	fo-
llowing	statistic:	

Table 1

Descriptive Statistics of Weekly Returns in Dollars (1999-2006)

Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Mexico Peru Venezuela

Observations 382 382 382 382 382 382 382

Minimum (%) -33.65 -19.90 -10.06 -20.02 -17.41 -14.11 -44.85

Maximum (%) 25.35 13.34 8.42 15.04 15.77 13.29 27.24

Mean (%) 0.17 0.34 0.20 0.58 0.37 0.35 0.14

Median (%) 0.22 0.73 0.32 0.31 0.62 0.37 0.35

Std. Deviation (%) 5.40 4.96 2.59 3.78 3.66 3.29 5.52

Coefficient of variation 31.57 14.46 12.66 6.51 9.99 9.44 39.16

Skewness -0.36 -0.71 -0.29 -0.32 -0.40 -0.31 -1.36

Kurtosis 5.95 1.68 0.52 3.16 2.25 1.74 13.83

	 Source:	Own	elaboration.
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This	statistic	follows	a	standard	normal	dis-
tribution.	In	this	case,	we	constructed	por-
tfolio	pairs	where	portfolio	i	was	fixed	as	the	
equally	weighted	portfolio	and	portfolio	j	as	
the	optimized	portfolio	(in	the	presence	of	a	
risk	free	asset).

In	addition,	we	conducted	a	second	order	
stochastic	dominance	analysis	for	the	return	
series	 in	 the	out-of-sample	period	(2005-
2006).	According	to	this	criterion,	portfolio	
i	will	stochastically	dominate	portfolio	j if:

[ ( ) ( )]G r F r dr rj i

ri

− ≥ ∀
−∞
∫ 0       				(14)

G	and	F	represent	the	cumulative	distribution	
functions	(CDF)	of	portfolio	j	and	i	returns	
respectively.	By	using	the	cumulative	dis-
tribution	function	of	return	this	more	com-
prehensive	analysis	not	only	incorporates	
means	and	variances	of	returns	as	in	classical	
(financial)	optimization	theory	but	also	other	
moments	of	the	return	distribution.	

This	means	that	if	i	dominates j,	the	cumula-
tive	area	below	the	CDF	of	j	must	be	larger	
than	the	cumulative	area	for	i.	Second	order	
stochastic	dominance	can	be	more	readily	un-
derstood	in	the	context	of	two	assets	having	
the	same	mean,	in	which	case	the	asset	with	
the	lowest	variance	will	be	the	dominant	one.	
In	this	section,	we	formed	pairs	for	returns	
obtained	using	the	different	approaches	to	

estimate	the	tangency	(and	equally	weighted)	
portfolios	for	the	out-of-sample	period.	

2.4 Stationarity Tests on the Time 
Series of Optimal Weights per 
Country

Because	the	previous	analysis	allows	us	to	
construct	seven	time	series	(weekly	frequen-
cy)	of	portfolio	weights	for	the	countries	in	
the	sample,	we	conducted	stationarity	tests	
on	these	series	of	optimal	weights	to	check	
whether	there	are	mean	reversion	effects	in	
the	composition	of	optimal	Latin	American	
stock	portfolios.

From	a	practical	point	of	view,	the	existence	
of	stationarity	in	one	of	the	series	would	im-
ply,	for	instance,	a	smaller	need	to	rebalan-
ce	the	portfolio	with	respect	to	a	particular	
country	 investment.	The	aforementioned,	
since	one	can	expect	short-term	variations	
in	the	portfolio	weight	allocated	to	a	certain	
country,	but	in	the	long	run,	this	portfolio	
weight	would	exhibit	a	tendency	to	return	to	
its	mean	value.	

The	tests	used	here	are	usually	known	as	
Augmented	Dickey-Fuller	and	Kwiatkowski	
et	al.	(KPSS)	tests.	Taking	into	account	the	
large	changes	in	the	weights	for	a	particular	
country	in	the	out-of-sample	period,	we	de-
cided	to	exclude	the	periods	where	the	opti-
mization	exercise	suggested	consecutive	0	or	
100%	weights	for	a	country	index.	

JK
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3. Results

In	 this	 section	we	analyze	 the	changing	
portfolio	composition	in	the	presence	of	a	
risk-free	asset	and	short-selling	restrictions	
(weights	constrained	between	0	and	1)	for	the	
in	sample	period	(September	2001	–	Decem-
ber	2004)	and	out-of-sample	period	(2005-
2006).	For	the	latter	period	we	also	analyzed	
the	performance	and	stationarity	of	country	
composition	of	tangency	portfolios.

3.1 Tangency Portfolio Composition 
in the in-Sample Period

Tables	2a	and	2b	shows	a	series	of	descriptive	
statistics	related	to	the	mean	and	coefficient	
of	variation	of	the	optimal	portfolio	weights	
in	the	tangency	portfolios	estimated	accor-
ding	to	different	approaches.

These	methods	suggest,	on	average,	similar	
portfolio	compositions	tilted	to	investments	

Table 2a

Tangency Portfolio Composition (2001-2004): Average Weights per Country

Argentina 
(%)

Brazil
(%)

Chile
(%)

Colombia
(%)

Mexico
(%)

Peru
(%)

Venezuela 
(%)

Historical Variance 3.81 0.00 5.46 41.59 20.24 26.52 2.38

EWMA

λ = 0.90 3.25 0.00 4.98 41.64 20.05 27.74 2.34

λ = 0.94 2.85 0.00 4.87 41.56 19.87 28.51 2.34

λ = 0.97 2.33 0.01 4.88 41.18 19.63 29.55 2.42

λ = 0.99 1.93 0.03 5.11 40.43 19.57 30.14 2.79

Semivariance 3.91 0.00 8.01 45.96 19.74 20.07 2.30

	 Source:	Own	elaboration.

Table 2b

Tangency Portfolio Coefficient of Variation of Weights per Country

Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Mexico Peru Venezuela

Historical Variance 1.69 13.20 1.91 0.70 1.94 0.90 6.31

EWMA

λ = 0.90 1.68 14.95 1.93 0.70 1.96 0.89 6.42

λ = 0.94 1.67 13.19 1.89 0.70 1.98 0.87 6.43

λ = 0.97 1.69 13.19 1.80 0.70 2.01 0.84 6.21

λ = 0.99 1.76 13.19 1.72 0.72 2.02 0.82 5.37

Semivariance 1.78 13.11 1.60 0.66 1.99 1.07 6.52

	 Source:	Own	elaboration.	
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in	Colombia,	Peru	and	Mexico	that	comprise	
roughly	85%	of	the	tangency	portfolio.	The	
rest	of	the	portfolio	would	be	invested	in	Chi-
le,	Argentina	and	Venezuela.	The	optimiza-
tion	exercise	suggested	a	null	investment	in	
the	Brazilian	market.	

By	and	large,	this	analysis	concurs	with	the	
dominance	analysis	of	section	2.1,	which	
showed	better	performance	by	the	dominant	
(country)	components	in	the	tangency	por-
tfolio.	The	only	exception	is	Brazil	which,	a	
bit	surprisingly,	does	not	enter	the	tangency	
portfolio.	Perhaps	this	country’s	high	risk	as	
well	as	elevated	coefficient	of	variation	and	
negative	skewness	can	explain	this	result.	

It	can	also	be	seen	that	portfolio	weights’	
coefficient	of	variation	is	especially	high	for	

the	case	of	Venezuela.	In	relative	terms	the	
less	volatile	weights	(according	to	their	co-
efficient	of	variation)	refer	to	investments	in	
Colombia,	Peru	and	Argentina.

For	reference,	figures	2a	and	2b	shows	the	
changing	portfolio	composition	when	using	
an	historical	variance	covariance	approach.	
By	and	large,	 this	varying	portfolio	com-
position	can	be	related	to	our	dynamic	(or	
rolling)	optimization	that	causes	expected	
returns	and	variance	covariance	matrices	
to	change	in	each	optimization	period.	The	
horizontal	axis	shows	dates	(week	number)	
in	which	the	tangency	portfolio	was	calcu-
lated	and	the	vertical	axis	shows	portfolio	
weights	in	the	optimal	portfolio	(for	the	se-
ven	countries	these	weights	add	up	to	one	in	
any	given	week).	

Figure 2a

Tangency Portfolio Weights per Country (2001-2004):  
Argentina (AR), Brazil (BR), Chile (CH) and Colombia (CO)
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Source:	Own	elaboration.
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For	the	first	year	(September	2001	–	Sep-
tember	2002),	 the	 tangency	portfolio	was	
completely	invested	in	Mexico	and	then	in	
Colombia.	Peru,	Colombia	and	Chile	 re-
present	the	whole	tangency	portfolio	in	the	
following	two	years	and	during	this	period	
Chile	considerably	increases	its	share	in	the	
tangency	portfolio	as	well	as	Mexico	(to	a	
lesser	extent),	replacing	investments	in	Peru.

Analyzing	the	Colombian	case,	the	portfolio	
weight	allocated	to	this	country	started	to	
decline	by	the	end	of	2002	and	it	reached	a	
40%	share	of	the	portfolio	by	the	end	of	2004.	

The	case	of	Argentina	case	is	interesting	sin-
ce	the	portfolio	weights	coincide	with	an	im-
provement	of	the	economic	situation	of	the	
country.	For	most	of	the	period,	the	portfolio	
allocation	to	that	country	was	null	and	began	

to	be	non-zero	almost	two	years	after	Septem-
ber,	2001.	From	then	onwards	(last	quarter	of	
2003),	Argentina’s	share	averaged	10%	of	the	
tangency	portfolio.	The	economic	situation	of	
the	country	improved11	around	that	period,	
long	after	the	economic	disarray	the	country	
experienced	from	late	2001	to	early	2002.

From	a	more	general	perspective	these	re-
sults	highlight	two	weaknesses	often	cited	
in	the	classical	optimization	literature.	These	
two	weaknesses	refer	to	the	existence	of	un-
diversified	portfolios;	many	investors	would	
consider	weights	of	more	than	40%	allocated	
to	a	particular	country	(or	asset)	excessive,	
and	of	sudden	shifts	in	portfolio	composi-
tions	that	inhibit	many	portfolio	managers	to	

11	 This	improvement	was	sustained	for	the	following	3	
years	when	the	country	GDP’s	grew	by	more	than	8%.

Figure 2b

Tangency Portfolio Weights per Country (2001-2004):  
Mexico (MX), Peru (PE) and Venezuela (VE)
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Source:	Own	elaboration.	
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use	the	results	suggested	by	the	optimization	
exercise	in	practice.	These	shifts	are	more	
prevalent	in	the	beginning	of	the	period.

3.2 Tangency Portfolio Composition 
in the Out-of-Sample Period

Tables	3a	and	3b	shows	average	weights	per	
country	for	the	tangency	portfolio	in	this	pe-

riod.	The	tangency	portfolio	is	concentrated	
in	investments	in	Colombia,	Mexico	and	Chi-
le	and	then	followed	by	investments	in	Ar-
gentina,	Peru	and	Brazil.	Venezuela’s	share	
in	the	tangency	was	practically	nonexistent	
over	the	period.

The	tables	shows	initially	significant	diffe-
rences	in	average	weights	per	country	ob-

Table 3a

Tangency portfolio composition (2005-2006): average weights per country

Argentina
(%)

Brazil
(%)

Chile
(%)

Colombia
(%)

Mexico
(%)

Peru
(%)

Venezuela
(%)

Historical Variance 14.37 0.46 18.89 38.43 26.71 0.98 0.17

EWMA

λ = 0.90 12.77 0.18 17.78 38.88 29.25 1.12 0.02

λ = 0.94 12.16 0.21 17.08 39.67 29.47 1.40 0.01

λ = 0.97 10.79 0.33 15.66 42.47 27.43 3.30 0.02

λ = 0.99 7.97 1.14 13.30 50.25 17.52 9.68 0.13

Semivariance 10.60 1.27 26.23 42.64 17.68 1.30 0.28

Portfolio resampling 13.77 5.89 15.31 37.36 18.24 6.07 3.36

	 Source:	Own	elaboration.

Table 3b

Tangency portfolio coefficient of variation of weights per country

Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Mexico Peru Venezuela

Historical Variance 0.984 4.703 0.814 0.291 0.485 2.115 2.543

EWMA

λ = 0.90 0.935 4.520 0.773 0.282 0.408 1.963 5.067

λ = 0.94 0.901 3.964 0.770 0.268 0.411 1.737 6.229

λ = 0.97 0.824 3.309 0.789 0.248 0.488 1.024 7.212

λ = 0.99 0.604 1.962 0.934 0.210 0.729 0.576 3.708

Semivariance 1.474 2.723 0.513 0.459 0.893 2.458 1.943

Portfolio resampling 0.734 0.834 0.767 0.280 0.421 0.589 0.609

	 Source:	Own	elaboration.
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tained	in	this	out-of-sample	period	and	the	
previous	analyzed	in	sample	period.	Mo-
reover,	the	table	shows	significant	differen-
ces	in	portfolios	weights	attained	thorough	
more	traditional	methods	when	compared	
to	the	resampling	portfolio	technique.	This	
latter	approach	suggests	a	more	diversified	
portfolio	(less	extreme	investments	in	high	
and	low	weight	markets,	for	instance,	Brazil	
and	Venezuela).	For	illustration, figures	3a	
and	3b	shows	the	changing	portfolio	com-
position	when	using	an	historical	variance	
covariance	approach.

Further,	the	optimization	exercise	suggested	
some	important	timing	differences	in	portfo-
lio	allocation	by	country	and	by	estimation	
method	(see	Figure	4).	This	figure	shows	the	
differences	in	allocation	between	the	histori-

cal	variance	and	portfolio	resampling	appro-
ach	for	the	particular	case	of	Chile.	Most	no-
tably,	the	highest	difference	in	allocation	in	
the	period	was	an	astonishing	30%	and	the	
lowest	difference	totaled	13%.	Differences	
between	the	two	methods	averaged	3.5%.

The	Table	3b	shows	a	measure	of	weight	
dispersion	that	points	to	the	fact	that	the	se-
mivariance	approach	tended	to	suggest	more	
volatile	weights	(see	the	case	of		Argentina,	
Colombia,	México	and	Peru)	while	the	re-
sampling	portfolio	approach	tended	to	sug-
gest	less	volatile	or	more	stable	weights	per	
country.	

Altogether,	the	two	characteristics	of	resam-
pling	present	 in	our	sample	(stability	and	
diversification)	can	be	very	attractive	for	a	

Figure 3a

Tangency portfolio weights per country (2005-2006):  
Argentina (AR), Brazil (BR), Chile (CH) and Colombia (CO)
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Figure 3b

Tangency portfolio weights per country (2005-2006):  
Mexico (MX), Peru (PE) and Venezuela (VE)
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Figure 4

Share of Chile in the Tangency Portfolio (2005-2006)
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portfolio	manager	since	they	add	practical	
value	to	the	optimization	exercise	and	entail	
significant	transaction	cost	savings	since	the	
need	for	portfolio	rebalancing	decreases.

3.3 Stationarity Tests Results of the 
Time Series of Optimal Weights per 
Country

Unit	root	 tests	shown	in	tables	4a	and	4b	
allow	us	to	conclude	that	the	time	series	of	
optimal	weights	have	a	degree	of	integration	
equal	to	one,	except	for	the	case	of	Brazil	
and	Venezuela.	In	other	words,	theses	tests	
show	that	for	some	countries	their	optimal	
weights	will	be	subject	to	rebalancing	wi-
thout	a	clear	trend	to	converge	or	return	to	the	
mean	weight.	For	the	specific	case	of	Brazil	
and	Venezuela,	the	optimal	portfolio	weights	
for	these	two	countries	fluctuated	around	mi-
nimum	and	maximum	values	and	thus	these	

tests	do	not	provide	conclusive	evidence	of	
the	degree	of	integration	of	the	series.

In	summary,	even	though	the	previous	sec-
tion	provided	evidence	that	the	optimal	por-
tfolio	weights	obtained	 through	portfolio	
resampling	techniques	were	more	stable	and	
less	volatile,	this	does	not	necessarily	mean	
that	the	optimal	portfolio	weights	have	to	be	
stationary	or	mean	reverting.

3.4 Performance Analysis in the Out-
of-Sample period

Table	5	shows	some	descriptive	statistics	of	
the	mean	and	standard	deviation	of	returns	
for	the	different	portfolios	during	the	out-of-
sample	period.

As	it	can	be	seen	from	the	previous	table,	the	
equally	weighted	portfolio	(or	naïve	diversi-

Table 4a

Unit Root Tests (2005-2006): KPSS Tests for the Time Series of Optimal Weights per Country

Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Mexico Peru Venezuela

Historical Variance (0.4731)**† (0.5942)** (0.7964)**† (0.387)* (1.0291)** † (1.8838)** (0.626)**

EWMA

λ=0.90 (0.4732)**† (0.6123)** (2.6333)** (0.3874)** (1.033)**† (1.8841)** (0.6266)**

λ=0.94 (0.4797)**† (0.6721)** (2.6075)** (0.3962)* (1.0593)**† (1.8672)** (0.6282)**

λ=0.97 (0.4127)**† (0.9124)** (2.3738)** (0.4933)** (1.0721)**† (1.6419)** (0.6165)**

λ=0.99 (0.2126)**† (1.5939)** (2.7893)** (0.731)** (0.1862)**† (0.6887)** (1.455)**

Semivariance (0.3517)**† (1.1132)** (0.7366)**† (0.516)** (1.3862)** (1.6603)** (0.5931)**

Resampling (0.4737)**† (0.4466)* (2.5408)** (0.3872)* (0.9802)**† (1.8976)** (0.602)**

*	Reject	the	null	hypothesis	that	x	is	level	or	trend	stationary	at	the	10%	confidence	level.
**	Reject	the	null	hypothesis	that	x	is	level	or	trend	stationary	at	the	5%	confidence	level.

†	indicates	if	the	null	(or	alternative)	hypothesis	includes	one	trend.

Source:	Own	elaboration.
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fication)	showed	the	lowest	average	return	
as	well	as	the	lowest	risk	in	the	period.	The	
most	profitable	and	the	riskiest	portfolio	was	
obtained	through	the	exponentially	weighted	
moving	average	method	with	a	decaying	fac-
tor	equal	to	0.99.	The	optimal	portfolio	es-
timated	following	Michaud	(1998)	attained	
the	best	return	—standard	deviation	ratio	(or	
Sharpe	ratio)	and	the	portfolio	using	an	ex-
ponentially	weighted	moving	average		with	

a	decay	factor	equal	to	0.97	obtained	the	se-
cond	best	Sharpe	ratio.	

We	used	the	test	proposed	by	Jobson	and	
Korkie	(1981)	to	test	 if	 the	differences	in	
portfolio’s	Sharpe	ratios	were	significant.	
This	 test	compares	the	Sharpe	ratio	of	an	
equally	weighted	portfolio	to	that	of	optimi-
zed	portfolios.	The	low	values	of	the		statistic	
(see	Table	6)	allows	to	conclude	that	during	

Table 4b

Unit Root Tests (2005-2006): ADF Tests for the Time Series of Optimal Weights per Country

Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Mexico Peru Venezuela

Historical Variance (-1.1478)*† (-5.523)** (-1.2011)*† (-2.7821) (-2.4273)† (-1.7619) (-7.8606)**

EWMA

λ=0.90 (-1.1445)*† (-5.4891)** (-1.1879) (-2.7821) (-2.4268)† (-1.7605) (-7.8609)**

λ=0.94 (-1.2716)† (-5.0637)** (-1.1791) (-2.7688) (-2.408)† (-1.7537) (-7.8677)**

λ=0.97 (-1.7843)† (-4.0699)** (-1.3273) (-2.7445) (-2.3541)† (-1.7648) (-7.8707)**

λ=0.99 (-2.8622)† (-1.7622) (-2.1714) (-1.5362) (-3.1949)† (-1.9672) (-2.3881)

Semivariance (-1.9899)† (-3.5916)** (-2.4315)† (-2.404) (-2.5203) (-1.8759) (-7.8018)**

Resampling (-1.5864)† (-4.9696)** (-1.4144) (-2.8344) (-2.4274)† (-1.828) (-7.8357)**

*	Reject	the	null	hypothesis	that	x	is	level	or	trend	stationary	at	the	10%	confidence	level.
**	Reject	the	null	hypothesis	that	x	is	level	or	trend	stationary	at	the	5%	confidence	level.

†	indicates	if	the	null	(or	alternative)	hypothesis	includes	one	trend.

Source:	Own	elaboration.

Table 5

Weekly risk and return of tangency portfolios (2005-2006)

Hist. Variance λ = 0.90 λ = 0.94 λ = 0.97 λ = 0.99 Semivariance Port. 
resampling

Equally 
weighted

Mean (%) 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.67 0.59 0.63 0.54

St. Dev. (%) 2.95 2.92 2.93 2.98 3.15 3.00 2.86 2.68

Sharpe 0.210 0.215 0.217 0.219 0.212 0.198 0.221 0.200

Source:	Own	elaboration.
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the	period	there	were	no	significant	differen-
ces	in	mean	—variance	performance	between	
optimized	and	equally	weighted	portfolios.

Table 6

Jobson and Korkie tests of portfolio 
performance (2005-2006)

JK statistic

Historical Variance 0.0512

Semivariance -0.0103

EWMA

λ=0.90 0.0667

λ=0.94 0.078

λ=0.97 0.0802

λ=0.99 0.0638

Portfolio resampling 0.1047

Note:	The	 critical	 value	of	 the	 test	 is	 1.96	using	 a	5%	
significance	level.

Source:	Own	elaboration.

A	second	order	stochastic	dominance	test	
was	conducted	 to	further	our	performan-
ce	analysis	for	different	pairs	of	portfolio	
combinations.	This	analysis	is	perhaps	more	
general	than	that	addressed	by	Jobson	and	
Korkie	(1981)	since	it	 incorporates	all	 the	
moments	of	a	portfolio	return	distribution.	
The	results	of	the	stochastic	dominance	tests	
are	summarized	in	Table	7.

For	most	of	 the	combinations	 (portfolio	
pairs)	there	is	no	evidence	of	second	order	
stochastic	dominance.	Furthermore,	opti-
mized	portfolios	do	not	stochastically	do-
minate	a	naïve	equally	weighted	portfolio.	
However,	 the	optimal	portfolio	obtained	
through	resampling	stochastically-domina-
ted	portfolios	using	the	historical	variance	
covariance	matrix	and	the	semivariance	se-
micovariance	matrix,	thus	providing	some	
evidence	for	 this	particular	sample	of	 the	

Table 7

Second order stochastic dominance of portfolio returns (2005-2006)

Hist. 
Variance λ=0.90 λ=0.94 λ=0.97 λ=0.99 Semivariance Resampling Equally 

weighted

Hist. Variance No No No No No No No No

λ=0.90 No No No No No No No No

λ=0.94 No No No No No No No No

λ=0.97 No No No No No No No No

λ=0.99 No No No No No No No No

Semivariance No No No No No No No No

Resampling YES No No No No YES No No

Equally weighted No No No No No No No No

Note:	The	table	must	be	read	in	a	row,	column	fashion.	For	instance,	a	“No”	means	that	the	portfolio	in	the	row	does	not	present	
second	order	stochastic	dominance	with	respect	to	the	portfolio	in	the	column.

Source:	Own	elaboration.
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benefits	of	resampling	when	deriving	effi-
cient	portfolios.	These	results	coincide	with	
those	of	Jorion	(1992)	and	Chopra,	Hensel	
and	Turner	(1993)	who	found	that	portfolios	
constructed	with	simulation	performed	bet-
ter	than	classical	optimization	portfolios	in	
an	out-of-sample	window.

These	results	can	be	useful	for	researchers	
and	portfolio	managers	when	trying	to	fo-
recast	expected	returns	and	covariances	in	
emerging	markets	and	more	specifically	to	
those	managers	facing	the	problem	of	inves-
ting	in	emerging	markets	analyzed	in	Goetz-
mann	and	Jorion	(1999)	and	in	our	particular	
case,	the	problem	of	investing	in	Latin	Ame-
rican	markets	that	eventually	will	be	“disco-
vered”	by	foreign	investors	(e.g.	Ecuador)12.	

12	 Goetzmann	et	al.	(1999)	show	that	historically	markets	
‘emerge’	and	‘submerge’	due	to	internal	crises,	wars,	
communism	or	because	investor	lack	of	interest	in	a	
particular	market.	According	to	the	paper,	submerged	
markets	can	be	understood	as	those	that	did	not	exceed	
USD	1	billion	market	capitalization	threshold	and	the	
IFC	no	longer	collected	data	on	these	markets.	Emer-
ging	markets,	on	the	contrary,	are	those	markets	that	
relatively	recently	exceeded	that	threshhold	and	are	
subject	to	data	collection	of	international	bodies.	In	
this	regard,	Ecuador	can	be	considered	as	a	submer-
ged	market	since	some	data	collecting	agencies	do	not	
record	historical	prices	in	this	market	(for	example,	
MSCI	indices	for	the	Ecuadorian	stock	market	are	
non-existent).

	 The	paper	shows	that	current	‘emerging’	markets	ha-
ve	quite	a	long	history	(for	instance,	the	Colombian	
stock	market	was	founded	in	1929	but	the	IFC	only	
covered	this	market	since	1984).The	authors	show	that	
returns	after	emergence	are	quite	different	and	much	
higher	than	those	before	emergence.	Consequently,	if	
investment	decisions	are	based	on	recent	returns	(post-
emerging	or	in	any	way	extrapolating	using	only	the	
most	recent	available	data)	this	can	lead	to	unsatisfac-
tory	results.	The	case	of	Argentina	is	illustrative.	The	
average	yearly	dollar	returns	in	that	country	was	57.9%	
after	emerging,	while	in	the	pre-emerging	(‘submer-
ged’)	period	was	-18.2%.

	 Portfolio	resampling,	along	with	other	techniques	such	

Conclusions

This	paper	analyzed	the	composition	of	dy-
namic	tangency	portfolios	 invested	in	 the	
stock	indices	of	the	seven	most	representati-
ve	stock	markets	in	Latin	America	both	for	
an	in-sample	period	(September	2001	–	De-
cember	2004)	and	an	out-of-sample	period	
(2005-2006).

An	historical	variance	covariance	matrix,	a	
semivariance	semicovariance	matrix,	an	ex-
ponentially-	weighted	moving	average	to	es-
timate	variance	and	covariance	terms	as	well	
as	portfolio	resampling	techniques	were	used	
to	derive	the	composition	of	these	dynamic	
tangency	portfolios.

By	and	large,	optimal	weights	suggested	by	
the	first	 three	methods	were	quite	similar	
whereas	the	weights	suggested	by	portfolio	
resampling	were	more	stable	(not	necessa-
rily	stationary).	This	last	technique	allowed	
a	higher	degree	of	diversification	(minimi-
zing	extreme	positions	in	both	high	and	low	
weight	stock	markets).	These	two	characte-
ristics	of	resampling	(stability	and	diversifi-
cation)	can	be	very	attractive	for	a	portfolio	
manager	since	they	add	practical	value	to	the	
optimization	exercise	and	entail	significant	
transaction	cost	savings,	since	the	need	for	
portfolio	rebalancing	decreases.

Regarding	portfolio	performance	during	the	
out-of-sample	period,	the	results	point	to	no	

as	value	at	risk	and	scenario	analysis,	can	mitigate	this	
problem	by	giving	a	lower	weight	to	the	most	recent	
data	and	thus	being	more	conservative	in	allocating	
portfolio	weights	to	markets	that	recently	have	had	
exuberant	returns.	
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superior	performance	of	optimized	versus	
equally	weighted	portfolios	(naïve	diversi-
fication).	However,	 the	results	when	mea-
suring	performance	using	a	second	order	
stochastic	dominance	criterion	provide	some	
evidence	in	favor	of	resampled	portfolios	
(Michaud,	1998)	in	lieu	of	portfolios	using	
more	conventional	optimization	techniques	
(historical	variance	covariance	matrix	and	
the	semivariance	semicovariance	matrix).

A	possible	extension	of	this	paper	would	be	
to	work	with	multivariate	GARCH	models	
to	obtain	 forecasts	of	 the	variance	cova-
riance	matrix	and	thus	of	optimal	portfolios	
weights	and	then	compare	the	time	stability	
and	performance	of	these	tangency	portfo-
lios	to	that	of	the	portfolios	analyzed	in	this	
paper.	An	additional	extension	would	be	to	
work	with	alternative	utility	functions	—by	
assumption	we	worked	with	a	quadratic	uti-
lity	function	as	in	Markowitz	(1952)—	such	
as	an	exponential	utility	function	that	is	fre-
quently	used	in	more	recent	literature	related	
to	portfolio	optimization13.	This	would	allow	
further	analysis	of	the	differential	impact	of	
using	resampling	instead	of	more	traditional	
techniques	in	obtaining	optimal	portfolios.

Finally,	another	possible	extension	would	
be	to	examine	the	influence	of	stock	market	
and	economic	development	indicators	of	the	
countries	in	the	sample	(such	as	stock	market	

13	 Markowitz	optimization	only	takes	into	account	the	
mean	and	variance	of	returns.	Other	utility	functions	
that	take	into	account	different	moments	of	returns	
distribution	can	add	value	in	a	portfolio	optimization	
exercise.	In	addition,	the	assumption	of	a	quadratic	uti-
lity	function	has	been	criticized	since	a	utility	function	
of	this	type	entails	both	an	increasing	absolute	and	
relative	risk	aversion.

capitalization	to	GDP,	GDP	growth	or	inves-
tment	growth)	in	the	tangency	portfolio	com-
position	using	regression	analysis.	The	issue	
is	whether	country	allocations	in	the	tangen-
cy	portfolio	are	better	explained	by	relative	
economic	and	financial	development	or	just	
by	currency	considerations	(appreciation	or	
depreciation	of	Latin	American	currencies 
vis	a	vis	 the	dollar).	An	economic	impact	
analysis	would	allow	disentangling	which	
of	the	two	effects	is	stronger	in	explaining	
allocations	across	countries.
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